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ABSTRACT

Thereis an increasing awareness:of the_UtefUlnett of
foreign language training in a-numberpf-seemingly_diVerte_dreat.,
Foreignilanguage_studentsidevelop not_only_techncalitkills_related
to language,use but alOo_tangible:advantages in tne_job_market_
becauseiof their increased_communicationskills. Mastery of languages
also:enhances the:enjoyment of travelabOad and_reduces_frustration
and_iSelatiOn during_travel,inother counrien. Increased
international business,opportunities have ade meaningful
communication,and_understanding between cuT\tures:more valuablei_and
theindividual's ability_to_understand and ompathize across_cUltfiral
linesis increased with languageistudy.An_a ditioni_research
suggests th.it foreign language study enharces both,cognitive__
developmentiand academic_achievement._While_i-is_certain,that_people
familiar:lath:more than one_language_and cult recan co..--wiunicate more
efieCtively_with_pcople,of other countries_and\ccltures it is also
possible_that_through learning,another language and_culture, people
become,more effective_problem-solvers closer to achieving tolUtions
to pressing social problems because of an increased awareheat of a
wider set of options. (MSE)
_
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For a tong time Americans tended to think that

Furthermore,nment trends in the job marketplace indicate
a revived recognition of the vclue of liberal arts training
in general in an employee's career preparation.

knowing English Was Sufficient for all their needs. As a
result, Americans developed= image as the people who
cimiot say even themost rudimentary phi= in any other

language Fortunately, however, many business,

_What About Foreign Language and

and educational leslers are belatedly realizing
that the whole world does not speak English, and that

Travel Abroad?

even many of dime who have Wined English as a second
language prefer to -converse, to do business, and to
negotiate in their native tongue.
Not long ago_learning a foreign language was c4msiclered _to be merely a part of a Maul education or an
intellectual exercise throw* the stmly of grammar and
literature. It was automatically assumed that anyone
studying a foreign language as a maior ficid was goingto
be either a teacher, an interpreter, or a translator and had

It is a Very common and growingdesire of Americans,
perharis Capially among young people, to travel abroad.

Oaly a generation or two ago pimple rarely ventured
beyond their home states, but now, as the planet shrinks
at an =pro:Wen:ad wee, large numbers of peciple travel
to miser North and South Amaican countries, to Europe,
and even to Asia kad Africa with increasing Vequency for
bOth Wcak and pleasure.

no other career options. Whili_theMis rill a need for

Certainly it is possible to travel in foreign lands

people in those professions, there is also a growing need
for individuals_who possess advanced skills in foreign
languages and we trained in various technical areas. This
is _a result of increased activity in internatiotal business,

without _knowing the language. In fact, as much as our
generation travels, for many it would be impossible to

the inflow of large amounts of foreign capital to the
United States, increated internationalization, and an
expanded awareness of the need io nonduct not only
business but diploMatic rtiationsintbelanguage of tin

language of the country aot only has an easier time

learn the language spoken in every cOuntry that they
might visit. Nevertheless, the traVeler who knows the
=lying eVeryday problems associated with travel, but
also his i More pleasant experience and greater
understanding both of the people of the foreign country

host country. A amend languageis now becoming a vital
part of the !aisle preparation for an increasing number of

anctof their oakum Therdcre, every language Americans

master will enhance their enjoyment and reduce their

careers. Even in those cases where the knowledr of a
second language dowt not help graduates obtain a first
jolvmany report dun their foreign language skills often
enhance their mobility and improve their chances for
pranotioa.

frustration and isolation as they travel around the world.

How Can Foreign Language Study
Help Improve Cultural Understanding
and Mutual Communication?

In addition to any technical skills thatforeign language

students choose ao develop, they also have further

As the globe has shrunk, international business

tangible advantages in the job market. In a recent study
that sought toascenain which college courses had been

opportunities have multiplied arid travel has groWn apace.

Mutual understanding and meaningful communication
between nations, Which have alwayabeen difficult to
achieve, WC now gained increased urgency. As a rank,
significaanumbers of people in the United States have
begun= call for better international undeztanding, and
many of Them have ken urging more foreign langiage
study as an important means to attaining this goal. Smh
exhortations are eminently Well-founded, because the
study of another language provides the most effective

most valuable foT people wbo were employed in the
business wceld, graduates pointed not only to career,
oriented courses such as businest management, but also
to geople;Oriented subjects like psychology, and to
classes that had hell:041km todevelop conununication
skills. Foreign language students, whose courses focus
heavily on this aspect of learning, often possess
outstanding communication skills, both written and oral.
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wolf& penetrating the barrier of a single language and a

test group, for example, students who had takib

single culture. Furthermore, extcrience with another
culture enables people to achieve a significantly more

foreign language in high &heti tchieved a mean score
of 365 an the verbal portion of the SAT, end 409 cattle
math nartion. Sttickna who had taken only one year of a
foreign language had slightly higher_ scores (378 and
416), whereas_ students _with_ava years of a foreign
languageshowed more dramatic brreases (417 and 463).
Each additional year of language study fraught a further
An in stares, with studaus who luta sidled a language

profound understanding of their own.

Knowledge of a foreign language is not guaranteed to

create empathy with and understanding of the native
sneakers of that language. However, theckvelonment of
these qualities in individuals with a desirelo understand
and empathize it greatly Tacilitated by language study.
Furthermore, foreign language study tends to help
dirsolve misconceptions and often helps to create feelings

especially if llm study is begun early and pursued for a
kmg neriod of time.

for five yearsor mom achieving an average of 504 on the
vesbal and 535 on the math nortiOn of the exam.
Tht College Board also calculated correlations between
length of study of _certain subjects, including English,
math, biological sciences, physical sciences, and social

Does Foreign Language Study Help to

studies, and SAT scores, and found that in almost all
cases the longer a student studied one of the& subjects,

of sympathy for native speakers of the language,

Develop Mental Ability or Improve

die higher were the soma. HoWever, the vetted scceesof
suidents wtio had taken four or five years _of _a foreign
language Were higher than vorbalscores otstudents who
hid studied any other subject for an equal kngth of time.
Similar results have been obtained by other researchers

Grader?

There wis a time in the_United States when_ karninga

foreign language waaregarded primarily as a mental
discipline for _developing intellectual capacity. Even

who have examined foreign language study and SAT

though it is now clear that language learning has
numerous applications of both a practical and a
humanistic nature, researchers as well as language

scores.
A numlx:r of studies in bilingual edtication also seem
to lead to the conclusion that foreign language study can
aid and even accelerate the cognitive development of the

educators still tecognize that spin-off benefits acaue frtm

foreign lantmage study for other academic areas. Foe
exampk, as Eugene Saviano stated, "The *ion who hits
&Vex coinprehentWI, spoten, mad ar wittet alatiguite

brain. Bilingual Subjects in various tests have

other_than his mother tongue has little or no perspective

some_ researchers to speculate that bilinguals may have a

on his own language,- . . he has never penetrated the
tick areas of learning and experience lying beyond

language ability that enables them to achieve greater
nmntal flexibility. Along with the certainty that people
who know more than one language and culture can
communicate mtre effectively with people_ of other

Meperformed similar monolingual subjects on verbal and

noOvetbal_testt ofintelligence. This discovery has led

monolingual communication."
Novelist John Updike attributes the treterioration of
writing ddlls in Anierica to two generations growing up
Witlitut Latin. "In some curious way, the study of this

ctuntries and cultures, it is indeed possible that _through
learning imither_language and culture, people bk-come

creed Ind intricate language_enibled writers to writes
beautiful, clearidioniatic English' It may be that these

more effective_ problem-solvers, closer to achieving
solutions to pressing social problems because of an

benefits are nOt to be gained only from Latin. As

increased awanmess of a wider w.t of options.

Vermont Royster said, *What is involved is a Focess in
which the study of a different language gives a perstn an
undemanding of the nature of language itself, a tente of
structure that is difricult to acquire from Mudying tnes
own familiar language. Any new language forces us to
think why ... we need to do what we do to express
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